Curriculum: European Master in Landscape Architecture

1. Sem / uni 
Sem → Hanover (Oct. - Feb.)
- Master studio I
- History of landscape architecture 5 CP
- Landscape architecture and design 5 CP
- Choice module 5 CP
Total: 15 CP

2. Sem / uni 
Sem → Barcelona (Feb. - Jun.)
- Final landscape design studio
- EMiLA e-learning module 5 CP
- Urbanism and regional planning 5 CP
- Analysis of landscape built work and design 5 CP
Total: 15 CP

3. Sem / uni 
Sem → Amsterdam (Sept. - Jan.)
- Master studio P5
- EMiLA summerschool 5 CP
- O5 Working practice at an office: 20 hours / week (420 hours)
Total: 15 CP

4. Sem / uni 
Sem → Hanover (Apr. - Jul.)
- Masterthesis and colloquium
Total: 30 CP

120 Credit Points (CP)